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Looking for better ZzZs? Visit our blog.
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Looking for parts?
































Power Bases




Elevate your sleep with an adjustable power base designed to help your body rest and recover.

























Mattresses




Our patented DreamCell® foam spring mattresses are customized for your unique support and comfort needs.

























Sleep Systems




The bed redesigned from top to bottom: our fully-customizable mattress paired with one of our high-tech power bases.
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FAQs




Do you have a question about your Reverie product? We have answers!

























Helpful Videos




Our videos provide step-by-step guidance for common troubleshooting and setup needs.

























Warranties & Manuals




Lost or misplaced manual or warranty? No problem. Visit our document library to find yours.
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Reverie Sleep Systems




It's not a bed. It's a brand-new lifestyle.









Discover the well-rested life made possible by a Reverie power base—the foundation of a complete Sleep System.






Shop Sleep Systems





















 







View More Testimonials
















































See it in action.




Get an in-depth look at what makes a Reverie Sleep System a bed like no other.


























Start with a free consultation.
Our certified Reverie Sleep Coaches will guide you through our proven process to help you find better sleep and a customized Reverie sleep system for your unique needs.
Learn More.
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Schedule Now







Call 877.715.2500
































Take your comfort to new heights.




Anti-Snore, Zero Gravity, 3D-Wave™ massage―an adjustable base has everything your bed’s been missing.





Explore Power Bases


























A redefined bed needs a redefined mattress.




Our patented DreamCell® foam springs enable us to build a mattress as unique as you.





Explore Mattresses





















What are DreamCells®?
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Firm


























Inside every Reverie mattress, you’ll find our DreamCell foam springs, which come in four different firmness levels so you can enjoy support where you want it and cushion where you don’t.















Explore DreamCells




















We’ve got some good news for your sleep!

See what these publications have to say about our products




















































































































































































































































































































Experience Ultimate Immersion









See how R650 Gaming Bed can provide full body support to gamers during long, intense gaming sessions.






Learn More



























Reverie Blog






















How Long Does it Take to Fall Asleep?




Should I give up and get out of bed? Or am I overreacting? How long am I supposed to be lying here? Good question.





Read more
























What's the Big Deal About the Zero Gravity Position?




Our Zero Gravity bed position is ideal for all sleeping preferences and sleeping issues, and delivers both medical and lifestyle benefits. 





Read more
























Latex vs. Hybrid. Which Reverie Mattress is best for you?




At Reverie, we are all about providing a customized, high-quality sleep experience for each and every one...





Read more
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